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STATISTICAL APPROACH TO TESTS
INVOLVING PHYLOGENIES
Susan Holmes

This chapter reviews statistical testing involving phylogenies. We present
both the classical framework with the use of sampling distributions
involving the bootstrap and permutation tests and the Bayesian approach
using posterior distributions.
We give some examples of direct tests for deciding whether the data
support a given tree or trees that share a particular property, comparative
analyses using tests that condition on the phylogeny being known are also
discussed.
We introduce a continuous parameter space that enables one to avoid
the delicate problem of comparing exponentially many possible models with
a ﬁnite amount of data. This chapter contains a review of the literature on
parametric tests in phylogenetics and some suggestions of non-parametric
tests. We also present some open questions that have to be solved by mathematical statisticians to provide the theoretical justiﬁcation of both current
testing strategies and as yet underdeveloped areas of statistical testing in
non-standard frameworks.

4.1

The statistical approach to phylogenetic inference

From our point of view, as statisticians, we see the phylogenetic inference as
both estimation and testing problems that are set in an unusual space. In most
standard statistical theory, the parameter space is either the real line R or an
Euclidean space of higher dimension, Rd for instance. One notable exception
for which there are a number of available statistical models and tests are ranked
data. These sit in the symmetric group Sn of permutations of n elements. See [61]
for a book long treatment on statistics in such spaces, see [15] for some examples
of data and relevant statistical analyses based on decompositions of the space,
and [27] on the use of distances and their applications in that context. Of course
other relevant high dimensional parameters that statisticians use are probability
distributions themselves (non-parametric statistics). The authors of [16] use them
to show conditions on consistency for Bayes estimates. Thus, as opposed to some
authors in systematics, statisticians actually do believe that both distributions
and trees can be true parameters. Although some references [4, 79, 83] do not
agree with this approach, we will confer the status of true parameters to both the
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branching pattern or “tree topology,” that we will denote by τ and the rooted
binary tree with edge lengths and n leaves denoted T n . The inner edge lengths
are often denoted θ1 , . . . , θn−2 and considered nuisance parameters. One of the
diﬃculties in manipulating such parameters is the lack of a natural ordering of
trees.
The main focus here will be the subject of hypothesis testing using phylogenies, the method chosen to estimate these phylogenies is not the focus, so that
much of what is discussed is relevant whether we use maximum likelihood (MC),
parsimony- or distance-based estimates. We will review the diﬀerent paradigms,
frequentist and Bayesian and emphasize their diﬀerent approaches to the question of testing a hypothesis H0 (either composite or simple) versus either a simple
alternative H1 or a set of alternatives HA . We cannot cover many interesting
aspects of the discussion between proponents of both perspectives and refer the
reader to an extensive literature on the general subject of frequentist versus
Bayesian approaches [6, 7, 50]. We will not go as far as a discussion of ﬁnding the
best tests for each situation but will insist more on correct tests. The reader interested in the more sophisticated statistical theory of uniformly most powerful
tests is referred to [52]. A serious attempt at applying the statistical theory of
most powerful tests to model selection was made recently by [4]. We will comment
on his ﬁndings, but insist that statistical tests should be able to adjust to cases
where the evolutionary model is unknown or misspeciﬁed. Thus in Section 4.4
we concentrate on proposing non-parametric alternatives to existing tests.
Section 4.2 will give the statistical terminology and present some of the issues
involved in statistical testing, the meaning of p-values and their comparison to
Bayesian alternatives in the context of tests involving phylogenetic trees and the
classical approaches to comparing tests. Section 4.3 concentrates on certain tests
already in use by the community, with emphasis on their assumptions. Section 4.4
introduces a geometric interpretation of current problems in phylogeny, and proposes a non-parametric multivariate approach. Finally in the conclusion we note
how many theoretical aspects of hypothesis testing remain unresolved in the
phylogenetic setting. Most papers justify their results by analogy [22, 72] or by
simulation [85]. To be blunt, apart from Refs. [12, 13] and [67] there are practically no statistical theorems justifying current tests used in systematics literature
and this area is a wide open ﬁeld for further researchers interested in the interface
between multivariate statistics and geometry.
4.2

Hypotheses testing

For background on classical hypothesis tests [71] is a clear elementary introduction and [52] is an encyclopedic account.
4.2.1 Null and alternative hypotheses
We will consider tests of a null hypothesis H0 , usually a statement involving an
unknown parameter. For example, µ = µ0 , where µ0 is a predeﬁned value, such as
4 for a real valued parameter (a simple hypothesis), or of the type H0: µ ∈ M,
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with M a subset of the parameters, this is a composite hypothesis. The
alternative is usually deﬁned by the complementary set M: HA : µ ∈ M. In
the case of the Kishino–Hasegawa (KH) test [34] for instance the parameter of
interest is the diﬀerence in log likelihoods of the two trees to be compared
δ = log L(D | T 1 ) − log L(D | T 2 ) (for an extensive discussion of likelihood computations in the context of phylogenetic trees see Chapter 2, this volume). This
diﬀerence δ in much of the literature, suggesting that this is the parameter of
interest, however there is already slippage of the classical paradigm here since
the parameter involves the data, so the deﬁnition of the exact parameter that is
being tested in the KH test is unclear.
4.2.2 Test statistics
Suppose for the moment that H0 is simple. Given some observed Data D =
{x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }, it is often impossible to test the hypothesis directly by asking
whether the p-value P (D | H0 ) is small, so we will use some feature of the data,
or test statistic S such that the distribution of this test statistic under the null
hypothesis (the null sampling distribution) is known. Thus, if the observed
value of S is denoted s, P (s | H0 ) can be computed. We call P (D | H0 ) as it
varies with the data D the sampling distribution, the quantity P (D | H) as a
function of H is called the likelihood of H for the data D.
Some authors [4] identify trees with distributions, this is possible supposing
a ﬁxed Markovian evolutionary model and veriﬁcation of certain identiﬁability constraints [12]. Thus, the parameters of interest become the distributions
and a test for whether the k topologies forming Mk = {τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τk } are
equidistant from topology h is stated using the Kullback–Leibler distance
between distributions [4].
In this survey, we also encourage the use of a distance between trees, but have
tried to enlarge our outlook to encompass more general evolutionary models so
that we no longer have the identiﬁcation between trees and distributions. Not
all test statistics are created equal, and in the case of the bootstrap it is always
better to have a pivotal test statistic [23], that is a statistic whose distribution
does not depend on unknown parameters. For this reason, it is preferable to
centre and rescale the statistic so that the null distribution is centred at 0 and
has a known variance, at least asymptotically.
4.2.3 Signiﬁcance and power
Statisticians take into account two kinds of error:
Type I error or Signiﬁcance This is the probability of rejecting a hypothesis
when in fact it is true.
Type II error or (1-Power) This is the probability of not rejecting a hypothesis
that is in fact false.
Usually the type I error is ﬁxed at a given level, say 0.05 or 0.01 and then
we might explore ways of making the type II error as small as possible,
this is equivalent to maximizing what is known as the power function: the
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probability of rejecting the null hypothesis H0 given that the alternative is true
P (rejectH0 | HA ). We often use the rejection region R to denote the values of
the test statistic s that lead to rejection, for a one-sided test HA: µ > µ0 at the
5% level the rejection region will be given by a half line of the form [c0.95 , +∞),
where c0.95 is the 95th percentile of the distribution of the test statistic under
the null hypothesis.
The power of the test depends on the alternative HA which can sometimes be
deﬁned as µ ∈ M, then the power function written as a function of the rejection
region is
P (S(D) ∈ R | µ ∈ M).
Trying to ﬁnd tests that are powerful against all alternatives (Uniformly Most
Powerful, UMP) is not realistic unless we can use parametric distributions such
as exponential families for which there is a well understood theory [52]. In the
absence of analytical forms for the power functions, authors [4] are reduced to
using simulation studies to compute the power function. In general the power
will be a function of many things: the variability of the sampling distribution,
the diﬀerence between the true parameter and the null hypothesis. In the case
of trees, a power curve is only possible if we can quantify this diﬀerence with
a distance between trees. Aris-Brosou [4] uses the Kullback–Leibler distance.
As a substitute for the more general non-parametric setup, we suggest using a
geometrically deﬁned distance.
Parametric tests use a speciﬁc distributional form of the data, non-parametric
tests are valid no matter what the distribution of the data are. Tests are said to
be robust when their conclusions remain approximately valid even if the distributional assumptions are violated. Ref. [4] shows in his careful power function
simulations that the tests he describes are not robust.
Classical statistical theory (in particular the Neyman Pearson lemma)
ensures that the most powerful test for testing one simple hypothesis H0
versus another HA is the likelihood ratio test based on the test statistic
S = P (D | H0 )/P (D | HA ).
Frequentists deﬁne the p-value of a test as the probability
P (S(D) ∈ S | H0 ),
where S is the random region constructed as the values of the statistic “as
extreme as” the observed statistic S(D), the deﬁnition of the region S depends
also on the alternative hypothesis HA , for instance for a real valued test statistic
S and a two-sided alternative, S will be the union of two disjoint half lines
bounded by what are called the critical points, for a one-sided alternative, S
will only be a half line. If we prespecify a type I error to be α, we can deﬁne a
rejection region Rα for the statistic S(D) such that
P (S(D) ∈ Rα | H0 ) = α.
We reject the null hypothesis H0 if the observed statistic S is in the rejection
region. This makes the link between conﬁdence regions and hypothesis tests
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which are often seen as dual of each other. The conﬁdence region for a parameter
µ is a region Mα such that
P (Mα

µ) = 1 − α.

The usual image useful in understanding the reasoning behind the notion of
conﬁdence regions (and very nicely illustrated in the Cartoon Guide to Statistics
[31]) is the archer and her target. If we know the precision with which the archer
hits the target in the sense of the distribution of her arrows in the large circle.
We can use it if we are standing behind the target to go back from a single arrow
head seen at the back (where the target is invisible and all we see is a square
bale of hay) to estimating where we think the centre was.
In particular, if we are lucky enough to have a sampling distribution with
a lot of symmetry, we can look at the centre of the sampling distribution and
ﬁnd a good estimate of the parameter and hypothesis testing through the dual
conﬁdence region statement is easy.
For the classical hypothesis testing setup to work at all, there are many
procedural rules that have to be followed. The main one concerns the order in
which the steps are undertaken:
–
–
–
–
–

State the null hypothesis.
State the alternative.
Decide on a test statistic and a signiﬁcance level (Type I error).
Compute the test statistic for the data at hand.
Compute the probability of such a value of the test statistic under the null
hypothesis (either analytically or through a bootstrap or permutation test
simulation experiment).
– Compare this probability (or p-value, as it is called) to the type I error that
was pre-speciﬁed, if the p-value is smaller than the preassigned type I error,
reject the null hypothesis.
In looking at many published instances, it is surprising how often one or more
of these steps are violated, in particular it is important to say whether the trees
involved in the testing statements are speciﬁed prior to consulting the data or
not. Data snooping completely invalidates the conclusions of tests that do not
account for it (see [30] for a clear statement in this context).
There are ways of incorporating prior information in statistical analyses, these
are known as Bayesian methods.
4.2.4 Bayesian hypothesis testing
I will not go into the details of Bayesian estimation as the reader can consult
Yang, Chapter 3, this volume, who has an exhaustive treatment of Bayesian
estimation for phylogenetics in a parametric context. Bayesian statisticians have
a completely diﬀerent approach to hypothesis testing. Parameters are no longer
ﬁxed, but are themselves given distributions. Before consulting the data, the
parameter is said to have a prior distribution, from which we can actually write
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statements such as P (H0 ) or P (τ ∈ M), which would be meaningless in the classical context. After consulting the data D, the distributions becomes restricted
to the conditional P (H0 | D) or P (τ ∈ M | D).
The most commonly used Bayesian procedure for hypothesis testing is to
specify a prior for the null hypothesis, H0 , say for instance with no bias either
way, one conventionally chooses P (H0 ) = 0.5 [50].
Bayesian testing is based on the ratio (or posterior odds)
P (H0 | D)
P (D | H0 )
P (H0 )
=
×
P (H 0 | D)
P (D | H 0 ) P (H 0 )
to decide whether the hypothesis H0 should be rejected, the ﬁrst ratio on the
right is called the Bayes factor; it shows how the prior odds P (H0 )/P (H 0 ) are
changed to the posterior odds, if the Bayes factor is small, the null hypothesis
is rejected. It is also possible to build sets B with given posterior probability
levels: P (τ ∈ B | D) = 0.99, these are called Bayesian credibility sets. A clear
elementary discussion of Bayesian hypothesis testing is in Chapter 4 of [50].
An example of using the Bayesian paradigm for comparing varying testing procedures in the phylogenetic context can be found in [3]. The author
proposes two tests. One compares models two by two using Bayes factors
P (D | T i )/P (D | T j ) and suggests that if the Bayes factor is larger than 100,
the evidence is in favour of T i . However, in real testing situations the evidence is
often much less clear cut. In a beautiful example of Bayesian testing applied to
the “out-of-Africa” hypothesis, Huelsenbeck and Imennov [46] show cases where
the Bayes factor equal to 4.
Another test also proposed by Aris-Brosou [3] uses an average

dP (T , θ)
p(D | T , θ)
p(D
| T i)
T ,Ω
for which there is not an exact statement of existence as yet, as integration over
treespace is undeﬁned. However by restricting himself to a ﬁnite number of trees
to compare with, this average can be deﬁned using counting measure. Of course
the main advantage in the Bayesian approach is the possibility of integrating
out all the nuisance parameters, either analytically or by MCMC simulation (see
Chapter 3, this volume for details).The software [49] provides a way of generating
sets of trees under two diﬀering models and thus some tests can use distances
between the distributions of trees under competing hypotheses and the posterior
distribution given the data.
4.2.5 Questions posed as function of the tree parameter
In all statistical problems, questions are posed in terms of unknown parameters
for which one wants to make valid inferences. In the current presentation, our
parameter of choice is a semi-labelled binary tree. Sometimes the parameter itself
appears in the deﬁnition of the null hypothesis,
H0 : The true phylogenetic tree topology τ belongs to a set of trees M .
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Fig. 4.1. The tree parameter is rooted with labelled leaves and inner branches
For instance the set of trees containing a given clade, or a speciﬁc set of trees
M = {τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τk } as in Ref. [4].
The parameter space is not a classical Euclidean space, thus introducing the
need for many non-standard techniques. The discrete parameter deﬁned as the
branching order of the binary rooted tree with n leaves, τ , can take on one of
(2n−3)!! values [73] (where (2n−3)!! = (2n−3)×(2n−5)×(2n−7)×· · ·×3×1).
T n is the branching pattern with the n − 2 inner branch lengths often considered
as nuisance parameters θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θn−2 , left unspeciﬁed by H0 (the pendant edges
are sometimes ﬁxed by a constraining normalization of tree so that all the leaves
are contemporary). Even for simple hypotheses, the power function of the test
varies with all the parameters, natural and nuisance. This is resolved by using
the standard procedure of setting the nuisance parameters, for example, the edge
lengths at their maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs).
We consider rooted trees as in Fig. 4.1 because in most phylogenetic studies,
biologists are careful to provide outgroups that root the tree with high certainty,
this brings down the complexity of the problem by a factor of n, which is well
worth while in practical problems.
The ﬁrst step is often to estimate the parameter τ by τ̂ computed from the
data. In the case of parsimony estimation τ represents a branching order, without
edge lengths, however, we can always suppose that in this case the edge lengths
are the number of mutations between nodes, the general parameter we will be
considering will have edge lengths.
In what follows we will consider our parameter space to be partitioned into
regions, each region dedicated to one particular branching order τ̂ , estimation
can thus be pictured as projecting the data set from the data space into a point
τ̂ in the parameter space.
The geometrical construction in Ref. [9] makes this picture more precise.
The regions become cubes in dimension (n − 2) and the boundary regions are
lower dimensional. The ﬁrst thing to decide when making such a topological
construction, is what is the deﬁnition of a neighbourhood? Our construction
is based on a notion of proximity deﬁned by biologists as nearest neighbour
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interchange (NNI) moves [54, 81] (also called Rotation Moves [78] by combinatorialists), other notions of proximity are also meaningful, in the context of
host–parasite comparisons [48] one should use other possible elementary moves
between neighbouring trees.
This construction enables us to deﬁne distances between trees, for both the
branching order and the edge enriched trees. With the existence of a distance we
are able to deﬁne neighbourhoods as balls with a given radius. We will use this
distance in much of what follows, but nothing about this distance is unique and
many other authors have proposed distances between trees [69].
The boundaries between regions represent an area of uncertainty about the
exact branching order, represented by the middle tree in Fig. 4.2. In biological
terminology this is called an “unresolved” tree. Biologists call “polytomies” nodes
of the tree with more than two branches. These appear as lower dimensional
“cube-boundaries” between the regions.
For example, the boundary for trees with three leaves is just a point (Fig. 4.3),
while the boundaries between two quadrants in treespace for n = 4 are segments
(Fig. 4.4).
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Fig. 4.2. Nearest neighbour interchange (NNI) move, an inner branch becomes
zero, then another grows out
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Fig. 4.3. The space of edge enriched trees with three leaves is the union of three
half lines meeting at the star tree in the centre, if we limit ourselves to trees
with bounded inner edges, the space is the union of three segments of length 1
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Fig. 4.4. A small part of the likelihood surface mapped onto three neighbouring
quadrants of treespace, each quadrant represents one branching order among
15 possible ones for 4 leaves, the true tree that was used to simulate the data
is represented as a star close to the horizontal boundary
4.2.6 Topology of treespace
Many intuitive pictures of treespace have to be revised to incorporate some of
its non-standard properties. Many authors describe the landscape of trees as a
real line or plane [14], with the likelihood function as an alternative pattern of
mountains and valleys, thus if the sea level rises, islands appear [59].
Figure 4.4 is a representation of the likelihood of a tree with four leaves over
only 3 of the 15 possible quadrants for data that was generated according to
a true tree with one edge very small compared to the other, we see how the
phenomenon of “islands” can occur, we also see how hard it would be to make
such a representation for trees with many leaves.
This lacks one essential speciﬁcity of treespace: it is not embeddable in such a
Euclidean representation because it wraps around itself. Billera et al. [9] describe
this by deﬁning the link of the origin in the following way: all 15 regions corresponding to the 15 possible trees for n = 4 share the same origin, we give
coordinates to each region according to the edge lengths of their two inner
branches, this make each region a square if the tree is constrained to have ﬁnite
edge lengths. If we take the diagonal line segment x + y = 1 in each quadrant,
we obtain a graph with an edge for each quadrant and a trivalent vertex for each
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boundary ray; this graph is called the link of the origin. In the case of 4 leaves,
we obtain a well-known graph called the Peterson graph, and in higher dimensions, extensions to what we could call Peterson simplices. One of the redeeming
properties of treespace as we have described it is that if a group of trees share
several edges we can ignore those dimensions and only look at the subspace composed of the trees without these common edges, thus decreasing the dimension
of the relevant comparison space.
The wraparound has important consequences for the MCMC methods based
on NNI moves, since a wraparound will ensure a speedup in convergence as
compared to what would happen a Euclidean space.
The main property of treespace as proved in Ref. [9] is that it is a CAT(0)
space, succintly this can be rephrased in the more intuitive fact that triangles
are thin in treespace. Mathematical details may be found in Ref. [9]: the most
important consequences are being a CAT(0) space ensures the existence of convex
hulls and distances in treespace [32].
To picture how distances are computed in treespace, Fig. 4.5 shows paths
between A and B and between C and D, the latter passes through the star tree
and is a cone path that can always be constructed by making all edges zero and
then growing the new edges, the distance between two points in tree space is
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Fig. 4.5. Five of the ﬁfteen possible quadrants corresponding to trees with four
leaves and two geodesic paths in treespace, in fact each quadrant contains
the star tree and has two other neighbouring quadrants
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computed as the shortest path between the points that stays in treespace, thus
the geodesic path between A and B does not pass through the star tree. This
computation can be intractable, but in real cases, the problem splits down and
the distance can be computed in reasonable time [43].
4.2.7 The data
The data from which the tree is often estimated are usually matrices of aligned
characters for a set of n species.
The data can be:
– Binary, often coming from morphological characters
Lemur_cat
Tarsius_s
Saimiri_s
Macaca_sy
Macaca_fa

00000000000001010100000
10000010000000010000000
10000010000001010000000
00000000000000010000000
10000010000000010000000

– Aligned:
6 40
Lemur_cat
Tarsius_s
Saimiri_s
Macaca_sy
Macaca_fa
Macaca_mu

AAGCTTCATA
AAGTTTCATT
AAGCTTCACC
AAGCTTCTCC
AAGCTTCTCC
AAGCTTTTCT

GGAGCAACCA
GGAGCCACCA
GGCGCAATGA
GGTGCAACTA
GGCGCAACCA
GGCGCAACCA

TTCTAATAAT
CTCTTATAAT
TCCTAATAAT
TCCTTATAGT
CCCTTATAAT
TCCTCATGAT

CGCACATGGC
TGCCCATGGC
CGCTCACGGG
TGCCCATGGA
CGCCCACGGG
TGCTCACGGA

– Gene order (see the Chapters 9 to 13, this volume for some examples).
An important property of the data is that they come with their own metrics.
There is a meaningful notion of proximity for two data sets, whether the data
are permutations, Amino Acid or DNA sequences. One of the points we want to
emphasize in this chapter is that we often have less data than actually needed
given the multiplicity of choices we have to make when making decisions involving
trees. Most statistical tests in use suppose that the columns of the data (characters) are independent. In fact we know that this is not true, and in highly
conserved regions there are strong dependencies between the characters. There
is thus much less information in the data than meets the eye. The data may
contain 1000 characters, but be equivalent only to 50 independent ones.
4.2.8 Statistical paradigms
The algorithms followed in the classical frequentist context are:
– Estimate the parameter (either in a parametric (ML) way, semiparametric
(Distance-based methods), or non-parametric way (Parsimony)).
– Find the sampling distribution of the estimator under the null.
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On the other hand Bayesians follow the following procedure
– Specify a Prior Distribution for the parameter.
– Update the Prior using the Data.
– Compute the Posterior Distribution.
Both use the result of the last steps of their procedures to implement the
Hypothesis tests. Frequentists use the estimate and the sampling distribution
of the tree parameter to do tests, whether parametric or non-parametric. This
is the distribution of the estimates τ̂ when the data are drawn at random from
their parent population.
In the case of complex parameters such as trees, no analytical results exist
about these sampling distributions, so that the Bootstrap [20, 23] is often
employed to provide reasonable approximations to such unknown sampling
distributions.
Bayesians use the posterior distribution to compute estimates such as the
mode of the posterior (MAP) estimator or the expected value of the posterior and
to compute Bayesian credibility regions with given level. More important is the
fact that usually Bayesians assign a prior probability to the null hypothesis, such
as P (H0 ) = 1/2 and using this prior and the data can compute P (H0 | Data).
This computation is impossible in the frequentist context, only computations
based on the sampling distribution are allowed.
4.2.9 Distributions on treespace
As we see, in both paradigms the key element is the construction of either
the sampling distribution or the posterior distribution, both distributions in
treespace. We thus need to understand distributions on treespace. If we had a
probability density f over treespace, we could write statements such as eqn (3) in
Aris-Brosou [4] that integrates the likelihood (θ, T | D) over a subset of trees T:

(θ, T | D)df (T ).
h0,f =
T

This allows the replacement of a composite null hypotheses of equality of a
set of trees by an integrated simple hypotheses as suggested by Lehmann’s [52]
adaptation of the Bayesian procedure. The integral is undeﬁned unless we have
such a probability distribution on treespace.
The basic example of a distribution on treespace that we would like to summarize is the sampling distribution, that we will now deﬁne in more detail. Suppose the data comes from a distribution F, and that we are given many such data
sets, as shown in Fig. 4.6. Estimation of the tree from the data provides a projection onto treespace for each of the data sets, thus we obtain many estimates τ̂k .
We need to know what this true “theoretical” sampling distribution is in
order to build conﬁdence statements about the true parameter.
The true sampling distribution is usually inaccessible, as we are not given
many sets of data from the distribution F with which to work. Figure 4.7 shows
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Fig. 4.6. The true sampling distribution lies in a non-standard parameter space
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Fig. 4.7. Bootstrap sampling distributions: non-parametric (left), parametric
(right)
how the non-parametric bootstrap replaces F with the empirical distribution
F̂n , new data sets are “plausible” perturbations of the original, drawn from the
empirical cumulative distribution instead of the unknown F. Data are created by
drawing repeatedly from the empirical distribution given from the original data,
for each new data set a new tree τ̂k∗ is estimated, and thus there is a simulated
sampling distribution computed by using the multinomial reweighting of the
original data [23]. Note that even if we generate a large number of resamples,
the bootstrap resampling distribution cannot overcome the fact that it is only
an approximation built from one data set. It is actually possible to give the
complete bootstrap sampling distribution without using Monte Carlo at all [17],
nonetheless the bootstrap remains an approximation as it replaces the unknown
distribution F by the empirical distribution constructed from one sample.
If the data are known to come from a parametric distribution with an
unknown parameter such as the edge-weighted tree T , the parametric distribution produces simulated data set by supposing the estimate from the original
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data T̂ is the true estimate and generating the data from that model as indicated
by the right side of Fig. 4.7. This means generating many data sets by simulating
sequences from the estimated tree following the Markovian model of evolution.
However, given the large number of possible trees and the small amount of
information, both these methods may have problems ﬁnding the sampling distribution if it is not simpliﬁed. If we consider the simplest possible distribution on
trees, we will be using the uniform distribution, however, there are an exponentially growing number of trees. This leads to paradoxes such as the blade of grass
type argument [68]: if we consider the probability of obtaining a tree τ0 we will
have conclusions such as P (τ̂ = τ0 ) = 1/(2n − 3)!! this becomes exponentially
small very quickly, making for paradoxical statements.1
Overcoming the discreteness and size of the parameter space. If one wanted to
use a sample of size 100 to infer the most likely of 10,000 possible choices, one
would need to borrow strength from some underlying structure. Thinking of the
choices as boxes that can be ordered in a line with proximity of the boxes being
meaningful shows that we can borrow information from “neighbouring” boxes.
We will see as we go along that the notion of neighbouring trees is essential to
improving our statistical procedures.
We can imagine creating useful features for summarizing the distribution or
treespace (either Bayesian posterior or Bootstrapped sampling distributions).
The most common summary in use is the presence or absence of a clade.
As compared to the original tree, this would be a vector of length n − 2. If
we just wanted to invent all the clades in the data, the number of possible
clades is the number of bipartitions where both sets have at least 2 leaves. The
complete feature vector in that case would be a vector of length 2n−1 − n − 1.
This multidimensional approach can be followed through by doing an analysis
of the data as if it were a contingency table and we could keep statements of the
kind “clade (1,2) is always present when clade (4,5) is present” thus improving
on the basic conﬁdence values currently in use.
Other features might be incorporated into an exponential distribution such
as Mallows’ model [60] that was originally implemented for ranked data
P (τi ) = Ke−λd(τi ,τ0 ) ,
as described in Ref. [40]. This distribution uses a central tree τ0 and a distance
d in treespace. Mallows model would work well if we had strong belief in a
very symmetrical distribution around a central tree. In reality this does not
seem to be the case, so a more intricate mixture model would be required. One
could imagine having the mixture of two underlying trees which might have
biological meaning. Other distributions of interest are extensions of the Yule
process (studied by Aldous [1]) or exponential families incorporating information
1 After choosing a blade of grass in a ﬁeld, one cannot ask, what were the chances of choosing
this blade? With probability one, I was going to choose one [19].
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about the estimation method used. The reason for doing this is that Gascuel [29]
has shown the inﬂuence of the estimation method chosen (parsimony, maximum
likelihood, or distance based) on the shape of the estimated tree. We could build
diﬀerent exponential families running through certain important parameters such
as “balance”, or tree width as studied by evolutionary biologists who use the
concept of tree shape (see [37, 63, 65]).
Some methods for comparing trees measure some property of the data with
regards to the tree, such as the minimum number of mutations along the tree
to produce the given data (the parsimony score) or the probability of the data
given a ﬁxed evolutionary model with parameters α1 , α2 , . . . , αk and a ﬁxed tree
P (D | T n , α) = L(T n ).
This, considered as a function of T n deﬁnes the likelihood of T n . Sometimes this
is replaced by the likelihood of a branching pattern τ maximized and the branch
lengths θ1 , . . . , θ2n−2 are chosen to maximize the likelihood.
The lack of a natural ordering in the parameter space encourages the use
of simpler statistical parameters. The presence/absence of a given clade, a conﬁdence level, a distance between trees are all acceptable simplifying parameters
as we will see. This multiplicity of riches is something that also occurs in other
areas of statistics, for instance when choosing between a multiplicity of graphical
models. In that domain, researchers use the notion of “features” characterizing
shared aspects of subsets of models.
For one particular observed value, say 1.8921 of a real-valued statistic it is
meaningless to ask what would the probability P (Y = 1.8921) be equal to, but
we can ask the probability of Y belonging to a neighbourhood around the value
1.8921. The deﬁnition of features enables the deﬁnition of meaningful neighbourhoods of treespace if the features can be deﬁned by a continuous function from
treespace to feature space. This has another advantage, as explained in Ref. [9]
the parameter space is not embedded in either the real line R nor an euclidean
space such as Rd , on the other hand we can choose the features to be real valued.
Returning to testing, one of the problems facing a biologist is that natural
comparisons are not nested within each other. Efron [21] carries out a geometrical analysis of the problem of comparing two non-nested simple linear models,
and the analysis is already quite intricate. When comparing a small number of
models, the number of parameters grows, but the degrees of freedom remain
manageable. Yang et al. [83] already noticed that comparing tree parameters is
akin to model comparison. However, in this case the number of available models
(the trees) increases exponentially with the number of species and the data will
never be suﬃcient to choose between them. Classical model comparison methods
such as the AIC and BIC cannot be applied in their vanilla versions here. We
have exponentially many trees to choose from, and in the absence of a “continuum” and an underlying statistic providing a natural ordering of the models,
we will be unable to use even a large data set to compare the multiplicity of
possibilities. (Think of trying to choose between 1 million pictures when only a
thousand samples from them exist.)
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There is, however, a solution. If we think of each model as a box, each with an
unknown probability, if the sampling distribution throws K balls into the boxes
and K is much smaller than the number of boxes, then we cannot conclude.
However, if we have a notion of neighbourhood boxes, we can borrow strength
from the neighbouring boxes.
Remember in this image, that if the balls correspond to the trees obtained by
a Bootstrap resample, we cannot increase indeﬁnitely the number of balls and
hope to ﬁll all possible boxes. The non-parametric Bootstrap cannot provide
more information than is available in the sample.
The classical statistical location summary in the case of trees would be the
mean and the median, and thus we could use the Bootstrap to estimate bias
as in Ref. [8]. The notion of mean (centre of the distribution as deﬁned using
an integral of the underlying probability distribution) supposes that we already
have a probability distribution deﬁned on treespace and know how to integrate.
These are currently open problems. Associated to this view of a “centre” of a
distribution of trees, we can ask the question: What distribution is the “majority
rule consensus” a centre of ?. This would enable more meaningful statistical
inferences using the consensii that biologists so often favour. The median, another
useful location statistic, can be deﬁned by either of the various multivariate
extensions of the univariate median to the multivariate median (in particular
Tukey’s multivariate median [80]), which we revisit in the multivariate section
below.
Usually the best results in hypothesis testing are obtained by using a statistic
that is centred and rescaled like the t-statistic, by dividing it by its sampling
variance, here this cannot be deﬁned. By analogy we can suppose that it is
beneﬁcial to divide by a similar statistic, for instance {EPn d2 (τ̂ , τ )}−1/2 (where
d is a distance deﬁned on tree space and EPn is the expectation with regards to
an underlying distribution Pn ) is an ersatz-standard deviation.
4.3

Diﬀerent types of tests involving phylogenies

There are two main types of statistical testing problems involving phylogenies.
First, tests involving the tree parameter itself of the form P (τ ∈ M) the second
type are tests that treat the phylogenetic tree as a nuisance parameter and will
be treated in the second paragraph.
4.3.1 Testing τ1 versus τ2
The Neyman Pearson theorem ensures that the case of a parametric evolutionary
Markovian model the likelihood ratio test as introduced as the Kishino–Hasegawa
[34] test will be the most powerful for comparing two prespeciﬁed trees. A very
clear discussion of the case where one combinatorial tree τ1 is compared to an
alternative τ2 is given in Ref. [30]. In particular the authors explain how important the assumption that the trees were speciﬁed prior to seeing the data. The
problem of both estimating and testing a tree with the same data is a more
complicated problem and needs adjustments for multiple comparisons as carried
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out by Shimodaira and Hasegawa [76]. It is deﬁnitely the case that the use of
the same data to estimate and test a tree is an incorrect procedure.
The use of the non-parametric bootstrap when comparing trees where a satisfactory evolutionary model is known (and may have been used in the estimation
of the trees τ1 and τ2 to be compared) is not a coherent strategy as the most
powerful procedure is to keep the parametric model and use this to generate the
resampled data using the parametric bootstrap as implemented by seqgen [70]
for instance.
4.3.2 Conditional tests
Another class of hypothesis tests are those included in what is commonly known
as the Comparative Method [33, 62]. In this setting, the phylogenetic tree is a
nuisance parameter and the interest is in the distribution of variables conditioned
on the tree being given. For instance if we wanted to study a morphological
trait but substract the variability that can be explained by the phylogenetic
relationship between the species, we may (following Ref. [26]), condition on the
tree and make a Brownian motion model of the variation of a variable on the tree.
More recently, ([44, 57]) propose another parametric model, akin to an ordinary
linear mixed model. The variability is decomposed into heritable and residual
parts, quantifying the residuals conditions out of the phylogenetic information.
Some recent work enables incorporation of incomplete phylogenetic information [45] providing a way of conducting such tests in a parametric setup where
the phylogeny is not known. It would also be interesting to have a Bayesian equivalent of this procedure that could enable the incorporation of some information
about the tree we want to condition on, without knowing it exactly.
4.3.3 Modern Bayesian hypothesis testing
The Bayesian outlook in hypothesis testing is as yet underdeveloped in the phylogenetic literature but the availability of posterior distributions through Monte
Carlo Markov chain (MCMC) algorithms makes this type of testing possible in a
rigid parametric context [55, 64, 84]. Useful software have been made available in
Refs. [49, 51]. Biologists wishing to use these methods have to take into account
the main problem with MCMC (see the review in Ref. [47]):
1. We don’t know how long the algorithms have to run to reach stationarity,
the only precise theorems [2, 18, 74] have studied very simple symmetric
methods, without any Metropolis weighting.
2. Current procedures are based on a restrictive Markovian model of evolution; no study of the robustness of these methods to departure from the
Markovian assumptions is available.
One large open question in this area is how to develop non-parametric or semiparametric priors for Bayesian computations in cases where the Markovian model
is not adequate. One possibility is to use both the information on the tree shape
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that is provided both by the estimation method and the phylogenetic noise level
[36, 38].
4.3.4 Bootstrap tests
I have explained in detail elsewhere [40] some of the caveats to the interpretation of bootstrap support estimates as actual conﬁdence values in the sense of
hypothesis testing. If we wanted to test only one clade in the tree, we could consider the existence of this clade as a Bernoulli 0/1 variable and try to estimate it
through the plug in principle by using the Bootstrap [25], however, if the model
used for estimating the tree is the Markovian Model, we should use the parametric bootstrap, generating new data through simulation from the estimated
tree [70]. Using the multinomial non-parametric bootstrap would be incoherent. This procedure allows the construction of one conﬁdence value that can be
interpreted on its own. However, two common extensions to this are invalid. If
we want to have conﬁdence values on all clades at once, we will be entering
the realm of multiple testing: we are using the same data to make conﬁdence
statements about diﬀerent aspects of the data, and statistical theory [53] is very
clear about the inaccuracies involved in reporting all the numbers at once on
the tree.
We cannot reconstruct the complete bootstrap resampling distribution from
the numbers on the clades, this is because these numbers taken together do not
form a suﬃcient statistic for the distribution on treespace (this is discussed in
detail in Ref. [41]).
Finally, we cannot compare bootstrap conﬁdence values from one tree to
another. This is due to the fact that the number of alternative trees in the neighbourhood of a given tree with a pre-speciﬁed size is not always the same. Zharkikh
and Li [85] already underlined the importance of taking into account that a
given tree may have k alternatives and through simulation experiments, asked
the relevant question: How many neighbours for a given tree? In fact, through
combinatorics developed in Ref. [9]’s continuum of trees (see Section 4.1), we
know the number of neighbours of each tree in a precise sense. In this geometric construction each tree topology τn with n leaves is represented by a cube
of dimension n − 2 each dimension representing the inner edge lengths which
are supposed to be bounded by one. Figure 4.8 shows the neighbourhoods of
two such trees with four leaves. Each quadrant will have as its origin the star
tree, which is not a true binary tree since all its inner edges have lengths zero.
The point on the left represents a tree with both inner edges close to 1, and only
has as neighbours, trees with the same branching order. The point on the right
has one of its edges much closer to zero, so has two other diﬀerent branching
orders (combinatorial trees) in its neighbourhood.
For a tree with only two inner edges, there is the only one way of having two
edges small: to be close to the origin-star tree and thus the tree is in a neighbourhood of 15 others. This same notion of neighbourhood containing 15 diﬀerent
branching orders applies to all trees on as many leaves as necessary but who have
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Fig. 4.8. A one tree neighbourhood and a three tree neighbourhood
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Fig. 4.9. Finding all the trees in a neighbourhood of radius r, each circle shows
a set of contiguous edges smaller than r, from left to right we see subtrees
with 2, 3, and 1 inner edge respectively
two contiguous “small edges” and all the other inner edges signiﬁcantly bigger
than 0.
This picture of treespace frees us from having to use simulations to ﬁnd out
how many diﬀerent trees are in a neighbourhood of a given radius r around a
given tree. All we have to do is check the sets of contiguous small edges in the tree
(say, smaller than r), for example, if there is only one set of size k, then the neighbourhood will contain (2k−3)!! diﬀerent branching orders (combinatorial trees).
The circles represented in Fig. 4.9 show how all edges smaller than this
radius r deﬁne the contiguous edge sets. On the left there are two small contiguous edges, in the middle there are three small contiguous edges and on the right
there is only one, underneath each disjoint contiguous set, we have counted the
number of trees in the neighbourhood of this contiguous set. Here we have three
contiguous components, thus a product of three factors for the overall number
of neighbours.
In this case the number of trees within a radius r will be the product of the
tree numbers 15 ∗ 105 ∗ 3 = 4725. In general: If there are m sets of contiguous
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Fig. 4.10. Bootstrap sampling distributions with diﬀerent neighbourhoods
edges of sizes (n1 , n2 , . . . , nm ) there will be
(2n1 − 3)!! × (2n2 − 3)!! × (2n3 − 3)!! · · · × (2nm − 3)!!
trees in the neighbourhood. A tree near the star tree at the origin will have
an exponential number of neighbours. This explosion of the volume of a neighbourhood at the origin provides for interesting mathematical problems that have
to be solved before any considerations about consistency (when the number of
leaves increases) can be addressed.
Figure 4.10 aims to illustrate the sense in which just simulating points from
a given tree (star) and counting the number of simulated points in the region
of interest may not directly inform one on the distance between the true tree
(star) and the boundary. The boundary represents the cutoﬀ from one branching
order to another, thus separating treespace into regions, each region represents
a diﬀerent branching order. If the distribution were uniform in this region, we
would be actually trying to estimate the distance to the boundary by counting
the stars in the same region, it is clear that the two diﬀerent conﬁgurations do
not give the same answer, whereas the distances are the same. In general we are
trying to estimate a weighted distance to the boundary where the weights are
provided by the local density.
These diﬀering number of neighbours for diﬀerent trees show that the bootstrap values cannot be compared from one tree to another. Again, we encounter
the problem that “p-values” depend on the context and cannot be compared
across studies. This was implicitly understood by Hendy and Penny in their NN
Bootstrap procedure (personal communication).
In any classical statistical setup, p-values suﬀer from a lack of “qualifying
weights”, in the sense that this one number summary, although on a common
scale does not come with any information on the actual amount of information
that was used to obtain it. Of course this is a common criticism of p-values by
Bayesians (for intricate discussions of this important point see [5, 7, 75], for a
textbook introduction see [50]). This has to be taken into account here, as the
amount of information available in the data is actually insuﬃcient to conclude in
a reﬁned way [66]. For once, there are theorems providing bounds to the amount
of precision (the size of the tree) that can be inferred from a given data set
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(see Chapter 14, this volume). Thus, we should be careful not to provide the
equivalent of 15 signiﬁcant digits for a mean computed with 10 numbers, spread
around 100 with a standard deviation of 10 (in this case the standard error would
be around 3, so even one signiﬁcant digit is hubris).
4.4

Non-parametric multivariate hypothesis testing

There is less literature on testing in the non-parametric context; Sitnikova et al.
[77] who provide interior branch tests and some authors who have permutation
test for Bremer [10] support for parsimony trees. In order to be able to design
non-parametric tests, we have to leave the realm of the reliance on a molecular
clock or even a Markovian model for evolution and explore non-parametric or
semiparametric distributions on treespace. To do this we will use the analogies
provided from non-parametric multivariate statistics on Euclidean spaces.
4.4.1 Multivariate conﬁdence regions
There is an inherent duality in statistics between hypothesis tests and conﬁdence
regions for the relevant parameter
P (Mα

τ ) = 1 − α.

The complement to Mα provides the rejection region of the test. It is important
to note that in this probabilistic statement, the frequentist interpretation is that
the region Mα is random, built from the random variables observed as data
and that the parameter has a ﬁxed unknown value τ . For a ﬁxed region B
and a parameter τ , the statement P (τ ∈ B) is meaningless for a frequentist.
Bayesians have a natural way of building such regions, often called credibility
regions as they have randomness built into the parameters through the posterior
distribution, so ﬁnding the region that covers 1 − α of the posterior probability
is quite amenable once the posterior has been either calculated or simulated.
However, all current methods for such calculations are based on the parametric
Markovian evolutionary model. If we are unsure of the validity of the Markovian
model (or absence of a molecular clock, for an example with an unbeatable
title see [82]), we can use symmetry arguments leading to semiparametric or
non-parametric approaches.
We have found that there are several important questions to address when
studying the properties of tests based on conﬁdence regions [22]. One concerns
the curvature of the boundary surrounding a region of treespace; the other the
number of diﬀerent regions in contact with a particular frontier. The latter is
answered by the mathematical construction of Ref. [9]. However, although the
geometric analysis provided in Ref. [9] does show that the natural geodesic distances and the edges of convex hulls in treespace are negatively curved, exact
bounds on the amount of curvature are not yet available.
In order to provide both classical non-parametric and Bayesian nonparametric conﬁdence regions, we will use Tukey’s approach of [80] involving the
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Fig. 4.11. Successive convex hulls built on a scatterplot

construction of regions based on convex hulls. He suggested peelin convex hulls
to construct successive “deeper” conﬁdence regions as illustrated in Fig. 4.11.
Liu and Singh [56] have developed this for ordering circular data for instance.
Here we can use this as a non-parametric method for estimating the “centre” of
a distribution in treespace, as well ﬁnding central regions holding say 90% of the
points.
Example 1 Conﬁdence regions constructed by bootstrapping.
Instead of summarizing the bootstrap sampling distribution by just presence or
absence of clades we can explore whether 90% of bootstrap trees are in a speciﬁc
region in treespace. We can also ask whether the sampling distribution is centred
around the star tree, which would indicate that the data does not have strong
treelike characteristics.
Such a procedure would be as follows:
– Estimate the tree from the original data call this, t0 .
– Generate K bootstrap trees.
– Compute the 90% convex envelope by peeling the successive hulls, until we
have a convex envelope containing 90% of the bootstrap trees call this C0.10 .
– Look at whether C0.10 contains the star tree.
– If it does not, the data are in fact treelike.

Example 2 Are two data sets congruent, suggesting that they come from the
same evolutionary process?
This is an important question often asked before combining datasets[11].
This can be seen as a multidimensional two sample test problem. We want to
see if the two bootstrap sampling distributions overlap signiﬁcantly (A and B).
Here we use an extension of the Friedman–Rafsky (FR) [28] test. This method is
inspired by the Wald–Wolfowitz test, and solves the problem that there is no natural multidimensional “ordering.” First the bootstrap trees from bootstrapping
both data sets are organized into a minimal spanning tree following the classical
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Minimal Spanning Tree Algorithm (a greedy algorithm is easy to implement).
– Pool the two bootstrap samples of points in treespace together.
– Compute the distances between all the trees, as deﬁned in Ref. [9].
– Make a minimal spanning ignoring which data set they came from (labels
A and B).
– Colour the points according to the data sets they came from.
– Count the number of “pure” edges, that is the number of edges of the
minimal spanning tree whose vertices come from the same sample, call this
the test statistic S0 , if S0 is very large, we will reject the null hypothesis
that the two data sets come from the same process.
(An equivalent statistic is provided by taking out all the edges that have
mixed colours and counting how many “separate” trees remain.)
– Compute the permutation distribution of S ∗ by reassigning the labels to
the points at random and recomputing the test statistic, say B times.
– Compute the p-value as the ratio
#{Sk∗ > S0 }
.
B
This extends to case of more than two data sets by just looking at the distribution
of the pure edges as the test statistic.

Example 3
distribution.

Using distances between trees to compute the bootstrap sampling

By computing the bootstrap distribution we can give an approximation to the
∗
distribution of (d(T̂ , T )) by d(T̂ , T̂ ). This is a statement by analogy to many
other theorems about the bootstrap, nothing has been proved in this context.
However, this analogy is very useful as it also suggests that the better test
∗
∗
statistic in this case is: d(T̂ , T̂ ){var(d(T̂ , T̂ ))}−1/2 which should have a near
pivotal distribution that provides a good approximation to the unknown distribution of d(T̂ , T )/{var(d(T̂ , T ))}−1/2 equivalent of a “studentized” statistic
[23]. As can be seen in Fig. 4.12, this distribution is not necessarily Normal, or
even symmetric.
Such a sampling distribution can be used to see if a given tree T 0 could be
the tree parameter responsible for this data. If the test statistic


d(T̂ , Tˆ0 )
∗

var(d(T̂ , T̂ ))

is within the 95th percentile conﬁdence interval around T̂ we cannot reject that
it could be the true T parameter for this data.

Example 4 Embedding the data into Rd .
Finally a whole other class of multivariate tests are available through an approximate embedding of treespace into Rd . Assume a ﬁnite set of trees: it could be
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Fig. 4.12. Bootstrap sampling distribution of the distances between the original tree and the bootstrapped trees in the analysis of the Plasmodium F.
data analysed in Ref. [22], the distances were computed according to Ref. [9]

a set of trees from bootstrap resamples, it could be a pick from a Bayesian
posterior distribution, or sets of trees from diﬀerent types of data on the
same species. Consider the matrix of distances between trees and use a multidimensional scaling algorithm (either metric or non-metric) to ﬁnd the best
approximate embedding of the trees in Rd in the sense of distance reconstruction. Then we can use all the usual multivariate statistical techniques to analyse
the relationships between the trees. The likely candidates are
• discriminant analysis that enables ﬁnding combinations of the coordinates
that reconstruct prior groupings of the trees (trees made from diﬀerent data
sources, molecular, behavioural, phenotypic for instance)
• principal components that provide a few principal directions of variation
• clustering that would point out if the trees can be seen as a mixture of a few
tightly clustered groups, thus pointing to a multiplicity in the underlying
evolutionary structure, in this case a mixture of trees would be appropriate
(see Chapter 7, this volume).
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Conclusions: there are many open problems

Much work is yet to be done to clarify the meaning of the procedures and tests
already in practice, as well as to provide sensible non-parametric extensions to
the testing procedures already available.
Here are some interesting open problems:
• Find a test for measuring how close the data are to being treelike, without
postulation of a parametric model, some progress on this has been made
by comparing the distances on the data to the closest distance fulﬁlling the
four point condition (see Chapter 7, this volume).
• Find a test for ﬁnding out whether the data are a mixture of two trees?
This can be done with networks as in Chapter 7, this volume, or it can
be done by looking at the posterior distribution (see Yang, Chapter 3, this
volume) and ﬁnding if there is a evidence of bimodality.
• Find satisfactory probability distributions on treespace that enable simple
deﬁnitions of non-parametric sampling and Bayesian posterior distributions.
• Find the optimal ways of aggregating trees as either expectations for various
measures or modes of these distributions.
• Find a notion of diﬀerential in treespace to study the inﬂuence functions
necessary for robustness calculations.
• Quantify how the departure from independence in most biological data
inﬂuences the validity of using Bootstrap procedures that assume independence.
• Quantify the amount of information in a given data set and ﬁnd the
equivalent number of degrees of freedom needed to ﬁt a tree under
constraints.
• Generalize the decomposition into phylogenetic information and nonheritable residuals to a non-parametric setting.
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